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Rwxiwd 14 April 197 ! 
In this note, we show how I? Kasteleyn’s idea f 2) an using Pfaffians 
to count the I-factors of 2 graph Can be employed to give an interesting 
necestiry and sutrtcient condition for the number of l-factors of a graph 
to be ~t”n. We also give an alternate proof of the resulting theorem 
without usirqz Pfaffians. 
We assume a knowledge of thc’ba:;ic terms cf graph theory and 
make just a few remarks on notation! and definitions. The word “graph” 
wil1 nxj;fll a fimritc graph with no lao~s or multiple edges. If G is a graph, 
V(G) w31i be the set of vertices of G. We shall assume @ven an arbitrary 
numbering of the vertices from 1 to V(G)I. If A C, VW, then G-A 
will mean that strbgrapi; qf G that is obtained from G by deleting the 
vertices af .,4 and all edges incident on a vertex of A. Finally, a l-fac- 
tor of G wili be a set of S of edges of G such that for every UE V(G) 
exactly one edge of S is incident on 11. 
Let G be a graph, and let the edge:; of G be given an ;Irbitrary oaienta- 
tion. If 1 4 i. i G 1 V(G)i, define rltjj to be 1 it‘ thzxe exists an edge of 
G joining the vertices numbered i and i and directed from t to j, - 1 if 
there exists 311 edge ofG joining i and j and directed from j to i, and 
0 if there is no edge of G joining i and j. Let fibf be the resulting matrix 
(mii). WC ItOtc that Imijf = L’~/Y where LQ~ is the corresponding element 

be the set of vertices that have at least one edge of Ci incident on them.) 
ft is equally clear that every such edge set E of G corresponds to a sub 
set W of the rquircd form. However~ if E = b$I1 Ci w g, then there are 
2” distbt sets U corresponding toi?, kc;;iuse the cfoerkwise and caunter- 
dockwise dirtxtians bckmging to 8 circuit Ci correspond to distinct 
se& c! Thus if& is the set of all sets E of the requiredi form having 
exactly k circuits, then the I& I such sets carrepond to \Ek t 2k distinct 
Subsets U ofl, X fHe If V is the set af ait such sets U, then perm (A’) = 
WI f Z’,IE,I Ij l “& But ZY is even if k > 0. Therefore perm (A ) z /EO 1 20 
\mod al* But IEo’r = tFt and 9 = 1, SQ that tF# = perm CA) [mad 21. 
as was to be shcrwn. 
